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Dear Faculty Authors and Guests,

Once again we gather to recognize the vast body of writing produced by faculty authors during the previous academic year. We are here to laud the work, but most especially the people. In fact, take a moment and look around. The people you see gathered here today—roses in their lapels, thick printed programs under their arms—are the pride of New York Medical College.

Take a moment to leaf through this program. It lists hundreds of recently published scholarly works by the people in our midst, and by many more who are not present—possibly because they may be hard at work on a new discovery or theory. For some it's their first time in print; others have been published dozens, even scores of times before. Every one of them has rightfully earned our gratitude and praise.

This distinguished group of authors—whose work represents all three schools, bench and clinical science, education and administration—adds to the pride and prestige of this university. They do us honor by continuing to strive for academic and scientific excellence, by seeking broader, deeper knowledge and imparting it to the world through publication. They amplify our talent and reputation, enhance the collegial environment, and instill pride in every single person who works or studies at this institution.

As well, our sincere thanks and appreciation go to the dedicated staff of the Health Sciences Library, those who collected and assembled this impressive document of achievement and their director, Diana J. Cunningham, M.L.S., M.P.H.'00, associate dean.

Congratulations to all.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rev. Msgr. Harry C. Barrett, D.Min., M.P.H.
January 11, 2005

Dear Colleagues:

Welcome to the Eleventh Annual Author Recognition Celebration, an enjoyable tradition to begin the New Year. Many thanks to Diana J. Cunningham, M.L.S., Associate Dean and Director of the Medical Sciences Library, and her staff for organizing this celebration to recognize our faculty authors. The fine sherry always warms up a winter evening.

Oliver Wendell Holmes (1847-1882), the American physician and author, was professor of anatomy and physiology at Harvard and the father of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., the famous associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court. Professor Holmes realized that authors like to be stroked. In *The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table* he wrote: “I never saw an author in my life – saving perhaps one – that did not purr as audibly as a full-grown domestic cat … on having his fur smoothed in the right way by a skillful hand.”

This Author Recognition Celebration is our chance to stroke our fellow faculty members. They deserve the recognition and we enjoy their purring. Let’s raise a glass to all 366 members of the faculty who have published 750 books, chapters, journal articles, editorials, reviews and letters over the past academic year. You bring distinction to yourselves and to New York Medical College. Keep it up and follow Ben Franklin’s advice:

*If you would not be forgotten*
*As soon as you are dead and rotten,*
*Either write things worth reading,*
*Or do things worth the writing.*

Sincerely,

Ralph A. O’Connell, M.D.
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INTRODUCTION

This 2003/04 compilation of New York Medical College (NYMC) faculty scholarship is the eleventh edition of what is now an annual tradition. Our goal is to celebrate the contributions of faculty from the previous academic year. The staff of the Health Sciences Library produces this bibliography, which is available in print and electronic form, (available at http://library.nymc.edu). After eleven years, it is becoming an institutional repository!

Since September 1993, this bibliography and the faculty scholarship it documents are celebrated at the annual Author Recognition Celebration. From the beginning the Dean and Provost co-sponsor the event with the Library, which we term a sherry. It is now a faculty development activity for the University.

Every effort is made to be as comprehensive as possible. The database begins with letters and submission forms sent to all 2900+ NYMC faculty from all three schools: School of Medicine, School of Basic Medical Sciences, and School of Public Health. Lists of faculty members are as of May 17, 2003. The letter is also sent to department heads, program directors, course coordinators, and the deans of the respective schools. An email reminder follows. In addition, standard bibliographical sources (see below) are searched and added to the database. Only twenty percent is duplication. Thirty percent requires manual entry which means that these citations were not found in electronic databases.

To meet model standards of documentation, each citation was verified against a copy of the publication. This year a number of web-based citations were submitted; they are documented as of the date received per current standards. Copies were obtained from the author, our collection, or through interlibrary loan. For inclusion, all authors had to cite NYMC and have published between July 1, 2003 and June 30, 2004. Overall, 750 sources are included representing the publishing efforts of 373 faculty members.

Sources


Citations are as complete as possible. The following indexing/abstracting sources were searched: PubMed, Web of Science, CINAHL, PsycINFO, LEXIS-NEXIS, Biomedical Reference Collection, Nursing and Allied Health Collection, Health Reference Center, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences and websites. The search methodology combined the designated field containing the author affiliation address with the publication years and types of publications. It must be noted that in some databases (e.g. PubMed) only the address of the first author is included. This is an inherent limitation when searching the institutional field in a database.

Books and Chapters of books.

The selection of books and chapters of books was made through library acquisition lists and author submissions. For the most part, books and chapters of books are not readily available in electronic databases. Therefore, authors are continually encouraged to alert the library about newly published books and chapters.
Arrangement

The arrangement of the bibliography is in two parts: by author and by department. The first part contains a listing of bibliographic citations alphabetized by first author. Each college author who is not a first author is cross-referenced to the first author. The full citation appears under the name of the first author. The second part contains a listing of all NYMC authors by departments and/or schools. Citations are formatted in accordance with the National Library of Medicine Index Medicus, which conforms to American National Standard for Bibliographic References ANSI Z39.29-1977.

This bibliography was compiled and edited by Cheryl Silver, Assistant Professor, Assistant Director of Information Processing. Nina Kurzban, Librarian, Paul-John Ramos, Assistant Collection Development Librarian, and Michael Modugno, Library Assistant, provided invaluable support in the production of this bibliography.

The Health Sciences Library is so pleased to acknowledge and promote the scholarly contributions of the faculty. The staff is also pleased to receive the support of the President, Provost, Deans, Department Chairs, Office of Faculty Development, and most importantly, our publishing faculty.

The Library invites feedback at any time.

Diana Cunningham, Associate Dean and Director
December 2004
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Aronow WS, Nayak D, Woodworth S, Ahn C. Effect of simvastatin versus placebo on treadmill exercise time until the onset of intermittent claudication in older patients with peripheral arterial disease at six months and at one year after treatment. Am J Cardiol 2003 Sep;92(6):711-2.
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Blagosklonny MV. Prospective strategies to enforce selectively cell death in cancer cells. Oncogene 2004 Apr;23(16):2967-75.
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Cheng-Lai A; Frishman WH; Spiegel A; Charney P. Appendix 7: Pharmacokinetic changes, routes of elimination, and dosage adjustments of selected cardiovascular drugs in the
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Granata AR, Cohen MI. Different types of barosensory synaptic inputs to rostral ventrolateral medulla neurons of the rat. Brain Res 2004 Feb;998(1):36-47.
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Gupte SA, Zias EA, Sarabu MR, and Wolin MS. Role of prostaglandins in mediating differences in human internal mammary and radial artery relaxation elicited by hypoxia. J Pharmacol

Gurses-Ozden R see Piette S
see Teng C
see Zafar S

Haddad FA, Nadelman RB. Lyme disease and the heart. Front Biosci 2003 Sep;8:s769-82.
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see Trchuc JN
see Zhao G


Hirschfeld A
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Horowitz HW

see Ero JJ
see Ostrosky-Zeichner L
see Pappas PG


Hsu C-D

see Cincore V


Huang A
see Sun D
see Ungvari Z


Inchiosa Jr. MA see Pothula S


Iqbal MJ see Frishman WH


Jagannath S see Reece DE


Jansen LA see Sulmasy DP

Jayabose S see Ozkaynak MF
see Sandoval C

Jeffrey AM see Perrone CE

Jhanwar-Uniyal M see Ruan Q
see Xie S

Jiang H see Cheng MK
see Huang A
see Ogungbade OG
see Udosen IT
see Zhang F


Kajstura J
see Anversa P
see Beltrami AP
see Chimenti C
see Lanza R
see Leri A
see Norby FL
see Post H
see Shiraishi I
see Torres D
see Urbanek K

Kaley G
see Bagi Z
see Csiszar A
see Huang A
see Kinugawa S
see Sun D
see Szekeres M
see Undavia SS


Kang J
see Liu QS
see Roy NS

Kaplan JG. The dark side of ERISA; when things go awry. Managed Care Interface 2004 Jan;17(1):54-6.

Kaplan JG. Don't learn on me! Managed Care Interface 2004 Feb;17(2):54-6.

Kaplan JG. Entrepreneurial MD ("opt thyself out"). Managed Care Interface 2004 Apr;17(4):74-6.

Kaplan JG. Euphemism for cost-shifting? (Will the health of Americans suffer from large co-pays and deductibles with consumer-driven health plans?). Managed Care Interface 2003 Nov;16(11):42-3.

Kaplan JG. Malpractice and a doctor's reputation. Managed Care Interface 2004 Jun;17(6):52-4.

Kaplan JG. Mammography in America verses Britain (twice the cost; same result). Managed Care Interface 2003 Dec;16(12):42-4.


Kaplan JG. Out of pocket; out of luck. Managed Care Interface 2004 May;17(5):48-50.

Kaplan JG. Restoring access to the system (patients before profits). Managed Care Interface 2003 Oct;16(10):48-50.

Kaplan JG. There's no excuse (under-treatment and under-caring). Managed Care Interface 2003 Jul;16(7):54-6.

Kaplan JG. Who gets stuck with the bill? (financial consequences explained). Managed Care Interface 2003 Sep;16(9):51-3.

Kaplan JG. Who's got the cheese? (i.e., the power to effect change). Managed Care Interface 2003 Aug;16(8):46-8.
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Pomposiello SL, Quilley J, Carroll MA, Falck JR, McGiff JC. 5,6-epoxyeicosatrienoic acid mediates the enhanced renal vasodilation to arachidonic acid in the SHR. Hypertension 2003 Oct;42(4):548-54.
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Rosenfeld L
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Rota M
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Beltrami AP
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Torella D

Rovit RL. To everything there is a season and a time to every purpose: retirement and the neurosurgeon. J Neurosurg 2004 Jun;100(6):1123-9.
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Unnikrishnan D, Murakonda P, Dharmarajan TS. If it is not cough, it must be dysgeusia: differing adverse effects of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors in the same individual. J Am Med Dir Assoc 2004 Mar-Apr;5(2):107-10.
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PART II
Departmental Listing

A. School of Medicine and Graduate School of Basic Medical Sciences

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Bairamian M. McGoldrick KE Sanchala VT
Her C Neuman GG Zank LM
Kopman AF Ng J
Mandy S Pothula S

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Frick DN Sabban EL Tse-Dinh YC
Lee MYWT Serova LI Weinstein BI
Rosenfeld L

CELL BIOLOGY AND ANATOMY
Etlinger JD Nedergaard M Springer AD
Kang J Newman SA Zeman RJ
Kleinhaus AL Pravetz MA
Liu QS Sehgal PB

COMMUNITY AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
Colacino DL Omura Y
Hauben M

DERMATOLOGY
Alagheband M McCormack P
Koestenblatt EK

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Almond GL Knight RJ Singh A
Bakalchuk L Lee HS Tenenbaum C
Curry A Nelson M Westfal R

FAMILY MEDICINE
Gross PR

HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY
Ascher MT Cunningham DJ Lougee-Heimer H

MEDICINE
Adler S Brodsky SV Darzynkiewicz Z
Ahmed T Burns GC Del Soldaio P
Ambrose JA Cavaliere LF DeLuca AJ
Anversa P Chandy D Dharmarajan TS
Aronow WS Chaudhari S Dora I
Astrow AB Chen J Dutcher JP
Belkin RN Chen SS Falco RC
Berger ER Chiao JW Fass AE
Bernaski E Cimino JE Frishman WH
Blagosklonny MV Correoso LJ Frustaci A
Brand DA Cuppari GG Fuks J
Brensilver JM Dai W Goligorsky MS
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